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This will be my 7TH time posting after being banned, but I'm not
going to stop. So here goes... Jews ran and controlled every aspect
of the Transatlantic Slave Trade and brought the Africans to the
Americas.
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I'll start with the former US Senator of Louisiana, Confederate Secretary of War, Treasury,
and State - Judah P. Benjamin, a Jewish slave trader/owner and one of the main
proponents of the pro-slavery stance in the South.
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Above is the Confederate Rothschild. When the Union came to collect the Confederate gold,
he already fled to Britain with it.
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Judah P. Benjamin, above, was made the Queen's Counsel as a reward for his part in the
Civil War and theft of the Confederate gold

He was a sneaky little Jew.

Now, lets look at 2 Rothschild agents in the North.

One of them started his empire during that time, and he held political office - Salmon P.
Chase
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The Chase empire from above made its money from SLAVERY!

Wells Fargo was founded by Jews.

Their fortunes came from Slavery. Wells Fargo owns USA Today and Wachovia Bank which
also made their fortunes from slavery.
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As Chase made a killing from slavery, so did the Jewish Lehman Family of the wealthy
banking corporation Lehman Brothers.
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Here's more on the Jewish Lehman family of the Lehman Brother's namesake.
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Let's look at how the infamous Monsanto corporation started out.

Oh look! 

They were a Jewish slave trading and slave driving family in New Orleans.

Since my last post was in Louisiana, I might as well share the cotton dealers in the South.

They were Jews, and they owned many many SLAVES!
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It's interesting to see that most politicians in Louisiana were JEWS!

At that time, slave owners had 1 vote + 3/5 vote per each slave which means there were a
whole lot of Jewish votes to put Jews in office.
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In Shreverport, Louisiana in the north, there was a slave trading post completely run by
Jews.

And look!
The politicians there were Jews, too.

I'm going to stop here for now and come back later. 

I'll start back with French companies since Louisiana's slave trade ties in with them.
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As promised, I'm moving on to the Jewish connection to French slave trading.

A Jew by the name of John (((Law))) made slavery France's Mississippi Company its most
lucrative commodity.
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More on John (((Law))). I emphasis "Law" as Jewish because Christians are saved by grace,
not the law and no Christian would have taken up such a name.

Anyway, he introduced paper money, deficit spending, government bonds & many other
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Anyway, he introduced paper money, deficit spending, government bonds & many other
forms of usury.

But wait, there's more!

As you can see in the last part of the post above, France had a crash because of John Law's
junk bonds.

HE BANKRUPTED FRANCE AND FLED FRANCE!
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Where did the jew John (((Law))) flee to after bankrupting France?

He fled to NEW ORLEANS and made the Delta the slave capital of North America.

The Confederates were financed by a French JEW (Louisiana JEW) by the name of Frédéric
Émile d'Erlanger. He was the son-in-law of John Slidell. Loan amount: $15,000,000.

Slidell, Louisiana, which is northeast of New Orleans on Lake Ponchartrain, was named
after John Slidell.
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Jews financed the North AND South in the Civil War, and for good reason (in their minds
anyway).

How many Europeans killed each other for Jews' slave commodity?
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Let's go back to the 1st slave ship named "The Good Ship Jesus" - a mockery of Jesus.

It turns out Sir Hawkins & Sir Drake were Jews.
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The 1st town in North America was St. Augustine, and it was also the 1st place in North
America with slaves.

Let's look at the research Jews have been doing on the people of St. Augustine. 

Oh look! There were Jews!

Now that we've established Jews lived in St. Augustine when slaves were brought to North
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America, let's look at St. Augustine doctrine.

Zionist much?

Now, let's move on to slavery in the American colonies.

We'll start with the Dutch West India Company and their most lucrative commodity,
African slaves, because the 1st slave traders came out of this organization.

Oh look! It's #1 shareholder was a JEW!
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Not only was the Dutch West India Company funded by a Jew, it was completely run by
Jews in Brazil and Guyana. They owned all the slaves there, too.

But wait!

There's more!

Jews "fled" Brazil and showed up in New Amsterdam in 1654. Before that time, there were
no any slaves in the colonies.
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Jews ran the slave trade in the Caribbeans, too.

Read on about the fleeing Jews from Brazil and the (((Spanish pirates))).
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The sob story that Jews from Brazil used when they made it to New Amsterdam (New York
today) was that they were ransacked by Spanish pirates.

Isn't it ironic that they were Spanish pirates, but Jewish pirates. They simply cannot tell the
truth.
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I'm going to take a break now. Since my last post was in the New England area, I'm going to
come back and continue with Rhode Island.

Rhode Island was the North America point of the Transatlantic triangle, and where a large
population of Jews lived.
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Let's look at the Rhode Island's founder.

His name was Roger Williams. He was also Rhode Island's 1st governor, and he founded
(((Newport))) (more on Newport later).
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Let's look deeper into Roger Williams.

Hmm... He brought ZIONISM to the Colonies, and Rhode Island was founded for religious
freedom.
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Rhode Island mounted THOUSANDS of Transatlantic voyages.
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Here's more information on the Transatlantic triangle trade in Rhode Island and it's hottest
commodity - African slaves.
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Let's take a look at who lived in Rhode Island.

Aaron Lopez, a converso Jew, among other influential Jews. He was one of the most
prominent slave trader. There are a lot of names here I need to research.

Aaron Lopez, a Jew, ran one of the largest slave trading operations in North America.
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Aaron Lopez, a slave trading Jew, operated 50% of the slave trading vessels in the
Transatlantic trade.

I've accounted for 63 of his ships.
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Some of Aaron Lopez' best friends were ship builders. Jews say these 2 were anti-slavery. If
so, were they building ships for slave traders?
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Oh LOOK!

The cornerstone of the oldest synagogue in America was laid by Aaron Lopez, a SLAVE
TRADER.

Oh! And it was built by his SLAVES!
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I have more information on this Touro synagogue. It has to do with George Washington.

First, let's look at the biggest slave trading family in North America. They were Jews, as
well.
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Aaron Lopez wasn't the only jew in Rhode Island trading slaves.

The Jewish DeWolf family was the LARGEST slave trading family in HISTORY.

More on the Jewish slave trading family, the DeWolfs.
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Newport, Rhode Island was the epicenter of the Transatlantic triangle slave trade.

Coincidentally, the oldest and most influential Jewish communities in early American
history was in Rhode Island.

Back to George Washington, as I said I would disgus his connection to the Touro synagogue
in Rhode Island.

I found information that shows George wrote a letter to the synagogue and wondered why it
was so important.
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When my interest was piqued about George Washington's letter to the Touro synagogue in
Rhode Island, I started looking into the names.
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The synagogue's leader was Moses Seixas, and he had slave trading family in the Carolinas.
Remember, Washington has slaves.

Moses Seixas of the Rhode Island synagogue that George Washington wrote had family in
the Carolinas.

Here's Abraham Seixas. He was a slave trading AUCTIONEER.
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Here's more information on Abraham Seixas. As I stated in the previous post, he was a
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Here's more information on Abraham Seixas. As I stated in the previous post, he was a
slave trading AUCTIONEER.
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More family of Moses Seixas of the Rhode Island synagogue in the Carolinas.

Isaac Seixas, another Jewish slave trading AUCTIONEER.
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Since I showed a connection between the Rhode Island synagogue and the Carolinas, I
might as well move on to the Carolinas.

So, where did Rhode Island merchants sell their slaves?

The Carolinas! Look at all the Jewish mayors. Slave owners had 1 vote + 3/5 per slave.

The Jewish Mordecai family was one of the most prominent of slave owners in North
Carolina.
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The Jewish Mordecai family also owned the largest slave plantation in North Carolina.

The first surgeon general of the Confederate Army was a Jew.

They had to keep those White gentiles healthy to protect their slave commodity, right?

The president of Charleston, South Carolina's Beth Elohim synagogue was owner of a large
slave plantation.
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slave plantation.

Interesting, right?

Another prominent surname in the Transatlantic slave trade was Cohen (a Jewish
surname). Here's a list of slave trading Cohens and Companies.

Hyam Cohen
Jacob Cohen
P. M. Cohen
Mordecai Cohen
Abraham Cohen
Solomon Cohen
Cohen & Moses
Cohen, Norris & Company

Jacob Cohen, a jew, was a prominent slave trader in the Carolinas. Here are some of his
advertisements.
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Here's an add from the jew Hyam Cohen in the South Caronlina.
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Here's a Cohen listing the EXECUTION of African slaves in the Carolinas.

Mordecai Cohen.
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None of this information is consolidated anywhere, and it's very hard to find. Most of my
sources come straight from Jewish sources which makes this thread more authentic.

For example, this information was tucked away in this book.
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Another big Jewish surname in slave trade and ownership in the Carolinas was Moses.

Here are a few prominent names:
Barnard Moses
Isaac Moses
Solomon Moses
Meyer Moses

Then there was Raphael Moses. Read the posts following this one for more information on
him.

Raphael Moses was a jewish slave trader, and his business associate, Jacob Levin, was an
acting rabbi and head of the Jewish community in Columbia, South Carolina.
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Here's more information on the Jewish slave trader, Raphael Moses and slave plantation
owner of South Carolina.

Here's another Carolina Cohen.
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Here's another Carolina Cohen.

Abraham Cohen sold slaves on the market in Georgetown, South Carolina.
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Most slave owners were Jews. 

Remember the post above about Abraham Cohen trading slaves in Georgetown? He was
obviously selling them to Jews.

The FIRST Jew elected to public office in the colonies. He owned a 7,000 acre slave
plantation in South Carolina.
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Some, if not all, ships used at Ft. Sumter, which sparked the Civil War, were owned by by
Jews.

Here's a Jew who owned a newspaper (what a coincidence), and the ship that transferred
Union Army Major Robert Anderson and his leadership back to the Union.

Here's information on the Jewish ship that transferred Union Major Robert Anderson and
his leadership from Fort Sumter back to the Union. This was the beginning of the Civil War.
Thanks Jews!
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The first governor of South Carolina after the Civil War was a Jew. He was a secessionist,
private secretary of the prior governor, and a Confederate Colonial.
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Before I move on the Georgia, let's see just how involved Jews were in the slave trade in
Rhode Island.

Well, they owned approximately 300 slave ships in Newport, Rhode Island alone. They sold
them in the Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, and well, the South.

Now, I'm moving on from the Carolinas to Georgia.

The first Jew in Augusta, Georgia was Isaac Hendricks.
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Look at that!

The first jew of Augusta, Georgia was a slave plantation owner and so was his son-in-law
and daughter.

Augusta, Georgia had 6 new Jewish families arrive all at one time.

Oh, look! Another Cohen.
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Solomon Cohen was one of the most prominent and out spoken slave owners of Augusta,
Georgia.
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Many Jews of Augusta, Georgia were slave owners/traders as was David Mayer.
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Follow their constituents' names, and you'll find many more.

J. F. Moses was another Jewish slave trader.

I haven't done a lot of research in Georgia, but I bet Savannah is rich with Jewish history.
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Ah, here's the most prominent Jewish merchants of Savannah, Georgia. Mordecai Sheftall
was a slave trader. That's par for the course.

I'll eventually track down his friends and post about their involvement in the slave trade,
too.
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Let's move on to Florida.

Moses Elias Levy wrote a book about abolishing slavery, then move to the US and bought a
HUGE slave plantation and slaves.

Seems systematic, right?
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Guess who Moses Elias Levy's son was?

He was none other than the Jewish Senator of Florida at the time of the Civil War. Yulee
owned many slaves, and he was one of the most outspoken pro-slavery advocates.

The Jewish Senator David Yulee from Florida was a FIRE-EATER.

They were the most extreme in the pro-slavery stance.
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The statue of Jewish Senator David Yulee of Florida, who was one of the most extreme pro-
slavery advocate, who owned many slaves, and who helped sparked the Civil War, should
be TAKEN DOWN!

In the next state over from Florida, the Jewish Senator of Alabama was the most outspoken
mouth piece and instigator for the Civil War, and he was slave owner.
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Jewish Senator Phillips of Alabama also had a batshit crazy Jewish "Southern" wife.

She was one of the main instigators of the Civil War.
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In the state next to Alabama, Mississippi and in Tennessee and Kentucky, Gen Grant
EXPELLED the Jews.

Jews were THE slave owners and Carpetbaggers.
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I can't repeat this enough.

Jews were the ONLY people to bring slaves to North America and sell them, and they
owned most of them, too.
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In fact, here's a confession from the Jewish Encyclopedia.

Jews owned the cotton and sugar plantations. They were the advocates for slavery.
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Here's the same confession on the current Jewish Encyclopedia. You can go to the link and
read about it in the newspaper form or plain text.

I did some research on Brown University's slave trading, and it turns out that 2 Jews were
heavily involved in their operations. One of the Jews once worked for Aaron Lopez, a Jew,
who was one of the biggest slaves traders in history.

Those 2 were Isaac de Costa and Thomas Farr.
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There were even Jewish slave traders running things in Mexico. This was was the Governor
of Nuevo Leon.

Jews not only financed and ran the Dutch West India, but the Dutch East India companies,
as well.

The Jew Jan Pieterszoon Coen, Governor-General of Dutch East Indies, MURDERED the
native inhabitants of the Banda Islands.
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The anti-Christian Jew, Larry David, has ancestors who were slave owners.
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There were only 388,000 Africans brought to North America, but somehow there were
393,967 slave owners in 1860. Those numbers don't seem to add up even if you factor in
growth by births.
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It seems like an effort to dilute the numbers to keep from noticing Jewish involvement.

So, the Jewish Lt. Governor of Louisiana was a huge slavery supporter and even joined a
vigilante group to defend slavery.

Yet, it was (((Webb Hubbell)))'s daughter who lead the charge against Confederate
monuments in New Orleans.
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Another Jew with the surname of Moses to add to the long list of Moses slave traders -
Mordecai Gomez (aka Luis Moises Gomez). He owned 2 slave ships and used government
ships to transport Africans to the Caribbean.

Ships:
Hester
Elizabeth
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Every wealthy New York family owned slaves and every slave trading post in Long Island,
South River, Esopus, Albany, and Rhode Island was run by JEWS!
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Earlier I spoke about John Slidell's Jewish son-in-law financing the South in the Civil War.

Well, it turns out that John Slidell's niece married the Jew, August Belmont, who financed
the North in the Civil War.

And John Slidell's brother, Thomas Slidell, owned a law firm with the South's Jewish
Rothschild agent Judah P. Benjamin. The law firm was Slidell, Benjamin, & Conrad.
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Basically, these are the men who financed and instigated the Civil War.

I'm of the belief that John Slidell was Jewish. He was from New York, and no record of any
Slidell's can be found before his father. His father, John, was the president of the Bank of
Mechanics in New York.
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2. Bill Priestap is the FBI Director
of Counterintelligence.

3. Bill Priestap was the immediate
supervisor of FBI
Counterintelligence Deputy Peter
Strzok . Priestap is #1, Strzok was
#2.
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Stealth Jeff

Remember WHO it is that's been
investigating the DOJ/FBI since
January and who is now slow
rolling *some* of the evidence out
in advance of his soon-to-be-
released report to prepare the
public for it's explosive revelations:

This isn't Judicial Watch or
members of Congress doing their
own investigations that uncovered
the #FusionGPS/FBI/DOJ nexus of
corruption. It's this DOJ Inspector
General who's been QUIETLY doing
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focused on Mueller.

Strzok, Page, the Ohrs, Hillary's
campaign funding the Trump
dossier thru #FusionGPS & trying
to hide it by running the $ through
a law firm? The DOJ IG is the guy
who uncovered all of this.
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am going to write anything else
today or not, for at least 24 hours.
Call it an effort to keep my mind off
of other things.

(2) Every time I look into the
@GenFlynn investigation, and just
when I thought I had seen the
bottom of the Obama
administration’s corruption,
something new comes up.

(3) Two major events occupied out
time last year during the campaign:
The Clinton investigation over
Hillary’s corrupt and felonious
handling of her office as Secretary
of State, and the,”Steele Dossier,”
that abhorrent and at times
sophomoric attempt to besmirch
candidate Trump.

Read 37 tweets
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Alex Burns

It took an extraordinarily
unsuccessful series of choices, by
Republican leaders, to make the
Alabama race competitive even
*before* the Moore scandal. Let’s
review them in choose-your-
adventure form.

You’re President-elect Trump. You
have to choose an attorney general.
Do you: (1) Reward Jeff Sessions for
loyalty, knowing it will prompt a
potentially messy special election
(2) Pick one of many non-senators
available to the job, at the risk of
disappointing your (then-)friend

OK, you chose (1). Now you’re
Alabama Gov. Robert Bentley and
you have to name a senator. Do you:
(1) Name an uncontroversial
placeholder who won’t seek a full
term (2) Name a highly popular and
well known politician (3) Pick the
state AG who is currently
investigating you
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(THREAD) It's time to tell the
biggest untold story of the 2016
election: how a cadre of pro-Trump
FBI agents and intel officers—some
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FBI agents and intel officers—some
active, some retired—conspired to
swing the election to Trump. The
story involves Flynn, Prince,
Giuliani, and others. Hope you'll
read and share.

1/ True Pundit is a pro-Trump fake
news site that began publishing on
June 9, 2016—the day that Donald
Trump Jr., Jared Kushner, and Paul
Manafort met with Kremlin agents
in Trump Tower to discuss the
Kremlin's provision to the Trump
campaign of incriminating material
on Clinton.

2/ True Pundit would quickly reveal
itself as having the same agenda
Trump Jr. had when he met with
Kremlin agents on the day True
Pundit launched: its mission would
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